NOTIFICATION
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
Sachivalaya, Gandhinagar.
Dated the 1st May, 2017.

No. GH/SH/21(1)/102017/PVS/213/S :- In exercise of the powers conferred by subsection (1) of section 20 read with section 4 of the Gujarat Professional Technical Educational Colleges or Institutions (Regulation of Admission and Fixation of Fees) Act, 2007 (Guj. 2 of 2008), the Government of Gujarat hereby makes the following rules further to amend the Bachelor of Engineering and Technology (Regulation of Admission and Payment of Fees) Rules, 2013, namely:-

1. These rules may be called the Bachelor of Engineering and Technology (Regulation of Admission and Payment of Fees) (Amendment) Rules, 2017.

2. In the Bachelor of Engineering and Technology (Regulation of Admission and Payment of Fees) Rules, 2013 (herein after referred to as "the said rules"), in rule 2, in sub-rule (1),

(1) after clause (h), the following clause shall be inserted, namely:-

"(hh) "GUJCET" means Gujarat Common Entrance Test conducted by Gujarat Higher Secondary Education Board, Gandhinagar for the purpose of admissions to the professional courses (Under Graduate Engineering Programmes);"

(2) for clause (j), the following clause shall be substituted, namely:-

“(j) “percentile marks” means the percentile obtained by the candidate by considering the total number of students who have appeared in their respective board and in the GUJCET examination of corresponding year;”

3. In the said rules, in rule 5,-

(1) in sub-rule (1), for clause (vi) the following shall be substituted, namely:-

“(vi) have appeared in the GUJCET conducted in the corresponding academic year."

(2) in sub-rule (2), for the letters, brackets and word " JEE(Main) ", the letters "GUJCET" shall be substituted.

(3) in sub-rule (3), for the letters, brackets and word " JEE(Main) ", the letters "GUJCET" shall be substituted.
(4) in sub-rule (4), in clause (iv), for the letters, brackets and word "JEE(Main)", the letters "GUJCET" shall be substituted.

(5) in sub-rule (6),

(1) in clause (i), sub-clause (a), for the letters, brackets and words "JEE (Main) Examinations", the letters "GUJCET" shall be substituted.

(2) in clause (ii), sub-clause (a), for the letters, brackets and words "JEE (Main) Examinations", the letters "GUJCET" shall be substituted.

(3) in clause (iii), sub-clause (a), for the letters, brackets and words "JEE (Main) Examinations", the letters "GUJCET" shall be substituted.

(4) in clause (iv), sub-clause (a), for the letters, brackets and words "JEE (Main) Examinations", the letters "GUJCET" shall be substituted.

(5) in clause (v), sub-clause (a), for the letters, brackets and words "JEE (Main) Examinations", the letters "GUJCET" shall be substituted.

(6) in clause (vi), sub-clause (a), for the letters, brackets and words "JEE (Main) Examinations", the letters "GUJCET" shall be substituted.

4. In the said rules, in rule 6, -

(1) in sub-rule (1), clause (d) shall be deleted;

(2) for sub-rule (4), the following sub-rule substituted, namely:-

"(4) No certificate to the effect of non-inclusion in Creamy Layer shall be valid, unless it is duly stamped, signed and issued by the authority empowered by the Government of Gujarat. The validity of such certificate shall be as per prevailing government rules/norms.".

5. In the said rules, in rule 8, for the letters, brackets and word "JEE(Main)", the letters "GUJCET" shall be substituted.

6. In the said rules, in rule 10, in sub-rule (3), in clause (b), for the letters, brackets and word "JEE(Main)", the letters "GUJCET" shall be substituted.

7. In the said rules, in rule 11, for the letters, brackets and word "JEE(Main)" wherever they occur, the letters "GUJCET" shall be substituted:

8. In the said rules, in rule 16,-

(1) for clause (iii), the following clause shall be substituted, namely:-

“(iii) GUJCET Mark-sheet,”;

(2) clause (v-a) shall be deleted.

9. In the said rules, in rule 19, in sub-rule (2), the following shall be substituted, namely:-
The Admission Committee shall, by an advertisement in the prominent newspapers widely circulated in the State, by web-site and by such other means, as it may consider convenient, display the details of vacant seats and Schedule for vacant seats admission. The candidates who are already having the merit number of admission committee shall have to submit copy of his registration form to participate for the vacant seats round. While, the eligible candidates who have not registered earlier shall have to register online as per Schedule declared by the Admission Committee.

All eligible candidates who are either already registered or newly registered as above shall have to take the print out of the registration form and approach to unaided college or institution of his choice for admission in vacant seats. An acknowledgement shall be given to candidate by concern unaided colleges or institutions.

A candidate who has submitted the copy of registration form as above shall only be allowed to participate in admission procedure for the vacant seats. The concern self finance institutions shall process the filling up of vacant seats among such eligible candidates who have submitted registration form by preparing common *intra-se* merit list in the following order and guidelines issued by the Admission Committee from time to time:

(i) the names of the candidates whose name appears in the merit list of the Admission Committee;

(ii) the names of candidates who have passed qualifying examination from the Gujarat State and shall have appeared in GUJCET examination of corresponding year and have newly registered for the vacant seat admission.

(iii) the names of the candidates who have passed the qualifying examination from outside the Gujarat State and have appeared in GUJCET conducted in the corresponding academic year.

(iv) after allotting the seats to the candidates mentioned in sub-clauses (i), (ii) and (iii) above, if any seat remains vacant, the institute shall fill seats from the candidates who have passed diploma engineering or degree science course and grant the admission on merit. The merit list shall be prepared on the basis of marks obtained in final year. Such candidate shall be eligible for admission in the first year of engineering or technology courses only.

(v) after allotting the seats to candidates mentioned in sub-clauses (i) to (iv) above, if any seat remains vacant, the institute shall fill seats from the candidates who have cleared the qualifying examination with minimum eligibility criteria prescribed in rule 5 but not appeared in GUJCET examination, shall be eligible for
admission. The merit list shall be prepared on the basis of theory marks obtained in Physics, Chemistry and Mathematics of qualifying examination.

By order and in the name of the Governor of Gujarat,

(Harish K. Prajapati)
Deputy Secretary to Government.

To,
1. Principal Secretary to the H E the Governor (with letter)
2. Principal Secretary to the Hon’ble Chief Minister
3. P Ss to all the Hon’ble Ministers/S.L. Ministers, Secretariat, Gandhinagar.
4. P S to Hon’ble Education Minister.
6. Member Secretary, Admission Committee for Professional Courses, Ahmedabad
7. The Chairman, Fee Regulatory Committee, Ahmedabad
    Degree/Diploma Engineering/Pharmacy Colleges (Through Director)
9. Dean, Faculty of Technology, Kala Bhavan, Vadodara.
10. Vice Chancellor of all the Universities under Education Department.
11. All the Administration Departments of Sachivalaya
12. Director, S.V.National Institute of Technology, Surat.
13. All Branches of Education Department.
14. Information Director (Through Directorate of Technical Education) (For Press Note.)
15. Select file.